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television spin-offsRodgers has yet to sit down and watch any of his family's big-screen adventures over the

weekend. He told Joy Taylor in The Sun: "I'll be watching the ball for a couple of weeks!" While he has been
getting his head around some of the new results screens, which do away with the traditional TV news ticker,

Rodgers admits he is not totally adjusted to it yet. "I don't think it's going to take me much time to get used to
it but they're new and you've got to give them a bit of time," he said. "I know the cameras are there but you

don't know what's on them all the time." Rodgers missed the first two practice sessions of the season after the
birth of his second child, Rosamund. Asked what kind of game he is playing for the first time in four years,

the 36-year-old said: "I'm just looking to get back to my normality."Tone deterioration, meaning a loss of high-
frequency reproduction, as well as a shift in sound color, is a problem particularly with respect to reproduction

of musical instrument sounds, for example guitar sounds. These problems are in particular pronounced with
respect to the transverse direction. On account of its construction, as a rule the guitar produces music with a

mostly inharmonic structure, whereby the harmonics are temporally ordered in a specific manner. If the guitar
is reproduced without electronic after-treatment, this structure of the harmonics is preserved. However, the
tone tends to deteriorate, meaning that a typical guitar sound with a harmonically defined structure becomes

apparent with a strong demagnetizing tendency, as well as a shift in the sound color, i.e. a change in the sound
character.Prognostic value of the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, platelet-lymph
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